Watch "Nurse Collapses on Live Television shortly after receiving COVID 19 VACCINE"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Q3OjxeSYJg&feature=youtu.be
The welfare of humanity is always the alibi of tyrants.

- Albert Camus

.............................................................................................................
And - even more exciting - watch the "inventor" of medicine and "creator" of all things good
vaccines, the drop-out, never medical student, abominable criminal, always "concerned" about
humanity's welfare and health - bill gates (of Hell) telling us how the novel mRNA (messenger
ribonucleic acid) will CHANGE your genetic makeup.

Bill Gates Admits COVID Vaccine Changes DNA (YOUR DNA)
https://principia-scientific.com/bill-gates-admits-covid-vaccine-changes-dna-now-doctorsrebel/#comment-43408

You understand - once you receive the virus mRNA, this will go into the nucleus of
your cells and dictate to your own DNA/genetic print to produce completely foreign
substance/s - proteins of a virus - and thus, changing your genetic information. This
can actually be irreversible and continuous/permanent ongoing. You become a
genetically modified human/YOU. Can you now be patented, owned??? I don't know,
theoretically, yes!

.......................................................................................................................................................................
and now ... drum rollllllllll, please (pretend you are surprised!)

WHO Finally Admits COVID19 PCR Test Has a ‘Problem’
https://principia-scientific.com/who-finally-admits-covid19-pcr-test-has-aproblem/

"The UN body is now clearly looking to distance itself from
the fatally flawed test as a growing number of lawsuits are processing through
the courts exposing the insanity of relying on a test that even the inventor,
Professor Kary B. Mullis said was never designed to diagnose diseases."
"This misuse of RT-PCR technique is used as a relentless and
intentional strategy by some governments, supported by scientific safety
councils and by the dominant media, to justify excessive measures such as
the violation of a large number of constitutional rights, the destruction of the

economy with the bankruptcy of entire active sectors of society, the
degradation of living conditions for a large number of ordinary citizens, under
the pretext of a pandemic based on a number of positive RT-PCR tests,
and not on a real number of patients.”

